
 
March 1, 2016 

 

 
Lindsay C. Blanton III, President 
RadioReference.com 
1150 N Loop 1604 W, Suite 108-556 
San Antonio, TX 78248 
 
 RE: Digital Millennium Copyright Notice 
 
 
Dear Mr. Blanton:  
 

Priority Dispatch Corporation (“Priority Dispatch”) is the exclusive world-wide 
proprietor of the Advanced Medical Priority Dispatch System (“AMPDS”).  The AMPDS 

is an emergency medical protocol system licensed to emergency dispatch centers 

throughout the world.  The AMPDS includes, among other things, key questions, pre-
arrival (ambulance) instructions, post-dispatch (ambulance) instructions, determinant 

descriptors, and emergency dispatch codes.   

Priority Dispatch has expended considerable time, effort, and resources in 
developing its intellectual property and in perfecting its rights.  Priority Dispatch has 

reasonable expectations that others will respect its intellectual property rights.   

Priority Dispatch has recently become aware that a Radio Reference page at 
http://wiki.radioreference.com/index.php/Medical_Priority_Dispatch_System has 
posted unauthorized copyrighted information belonging to Priority Dispatch.   
Specifically, the copyrighted information we are concerned about is what the post refers 
to as the “AMPDS Codes” and “Priority System” and “Fire Codes” and accompanying 
tables and descriptions. The “AMPDS Codes” and “Priority System” and “Fire Codes” 
and accompanying tables and descriptions are part of the AMPDS, and as such are not 
authorized to be posted. 

 
In addition, the website page contains unauthorized copyrighted information 

belonging to Priority Dispatch, or its licensors.  The copyrighted information we are 
concerned about on this page are the .pdf files attached on the page. Specifically, 

http://www.emergencydispatch.org/articles/princdocpull03.pdf.  This .pdf file is the 
exclusive property of Priority Dispatch, or its licensor. Priority Dispatch has not 
authorized the distribution of these documents.  

 

In light of the foregoing, we respectfully request that you immediately remove 

these materials from the aforementioned web pages.  



I have a good faith belief that the use of the copyrighted material described above 

on the allegedly infringing web pages is not authorized by the copyright owner its agent, 
or by protection of law. 

I swear, under penalty of perjury, that the information in the notification is 

accurate and that I am the copyright owner or am authorized to act on behalf of an 
exclusive right that is allegedly infringed.   

This is written without prejudice to our rights, all of which are hereby expressly 

reserved.  If you require further information I can be reached at (801) 363-9127 or 
brent.hawkins@prioritydispatch.net. 

 

  
 
 Sincerely, 
 
 
  
 Brent E. Hawkins 

 General Counsel 
 
 
 
 
cc: Jeff J. Clawson, M.D.  
  IAED – Medical Director, Research & Standards Division 
 Alan R. Fletcher 
  PDC - President 

 


